Affect is a dynamic construct that varies over time and can significantly influence motivation and performance in organisational contexts. This chapter addresses key conceptual and methodological challenges that arise when aiming to measure affect as a within-person process. The literature has been divided on whether the structure of affect is unipolar or bipolar and no research has considered this structure across levels of analysis. Measuring affect as a within-person process also requires a brief scale that can be administered with minimal disruption. This chapter presents data that provide evidence for bipolarity in the structure of affect. We use these data to validate the momentary affect scale, which is a new brief affect scale that can be used in within-person research designs and applied settings.
Understanding the role of affect at work is increasingly important as organisations deal with more competitive markets, complex job roles and uncertain economic conditions. Affect is a dynamic construct that can fluctuate over time and in response to changing circumstances (Ashkanasy & Ashton-James, 2005) . In turn, how a person feels can influence their motivation and performance (Carver & Scheier, 1990) .
Recognising that affect is a dynamic construct, recent studies have examined affective processes at the within-person level of analysis (Ilies & Judge, 2005; Louro, Pieters, & Zeelenberg, 2007) . This body of work has significant implications for theory and practice because it helps us understand how fluctuations in affective states over time can influence motivation and performance. However, there are a number of conceptual and methodological challenges associated with the measurement of affect as a dynamic variable that are yet to be resolved. In this chapter, we introduce a new affect measure that addresses these challenges.
The conceptual challenge when designing a scale to measure affect as a within-person process is to account for the structure of affect at the appropriate level of analysis. The academic literature has been divided on whether affect is best represented by unipolar or bipolar dimensions (Barrett & Russell, 1998; Watson & Clark, 1997) . Do people experience varying levels of affective states such as happiness and sadness at the same time, as suggested by a unipolar model, or is affect like a pendulum that can only be at one place at a time on the spectrum of affective states, as suggested by a bipolar model? Furthermore, affective states differ between individuals as well as within individuals over time, and can lead to different effects depending on what level of analysis is being considered (Koy & Yeo, 2008) . It is therefore possible that the structure of affect differs across levels of analysis, yet no research to our knowledge has considered this possibility theoretically or empirically. Failure to understand these issues can lead to inappropriate measurement of affective states and inaccurate conclusions.
The methodological challenge is to ensure that an affect scale is brief enough to be suitable for repeated measures designs in applied performance contexts. Typical affect scales involve many items and can take some time to complete. The requirement to complete multi-item scales can be distracting and interfere with performance of the person's primary task, particularly if they are administered frequently (Hinkin, 1998; Hui & Triandis, 1985 ). Yet in certain task contexts where emotions can change rapidly, it is important to administer the measure frequently in order to track actual changes in affect. A brief affect scale would be more practical for tracking these momentary within-person variations in affect.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce a brief measure of affect that (a) accurately reflects the structure of affect at the within-person level of analysis and (b) is suitable for longitudinal research. We begin by reviewing the literature regarding the structure of affect and offering new insights regarding implications for the structure across the within-person and between-person levels of analysis. We present a repeated measures study designed to examine the multi-level structure of affect and use these findings to validate the momentary affect scale (MAS), a brief bipolar scale that is suitable for the repeated sampling of affect.
THE STRUCTURE OF AFFECT
Affect refers to feelings that an individual experiences at a given point in time (Barrett, Mesquita, Ochsner, & Gross, 2007) . The affect circumplex represents states along two orthogonal dimensions of valence and arousal (see Fig. 1 ; Matthews, Jones, & Chamberlain, 1990; Yik, Russell, & Barrett, 1999) . Valence refers to the experience of pleasure and represents states ranging from unpleasant to pleasant. Arousal refers to the experience of energy or activation and represents states ranging from activated to deactivated. According to Yik et al. (1999) , people experience affective states that are a combination of valence and arousal, which together form the secondary dimensions of pleasant-activation, unpleasant-activation, pleasant-deactivation and unpleasant-deactivation (see Fig. 1 ).
There has been disagreement in the literature about whether the secondary dimensions of the affect circumplex are best represented as unipolar or bipolar (Barrett & Russell, 1998; Russell & Carroll, 1999; Watson & Tellegen, 1999; Yik, et al., 1999) . The unipolar conceptualisation suggests that pleasant-activated, unpleasant-activated, pleasant-deactivated and unpleasant-deactivated states represent four separate dimensions of affect that exist independently of each other. Each dimension is unipolar and ranges from neutral (which lies in the middle of the circumplex) to an intense experience of one of the four states. According to this conceptualisation, it is possible for a person to experience states such as tension and relaxation, or excitement and boredom at the same time.
The bipolar conceptualisation suggests that affective states located at opposite ends of the circumplex such as pleasant-activation and unpleasantdeactivation, or unpleasant-activation and pleasant-deactivation, cannot co-exist at the same time. Rather, the secondary dimensions form two bipolar continuums ranging from pleasant-activation to unpleasantdeactivation and from unpleasant-activation to pleasant-deactivation. This conceptualisation suggests that people can only be at one point along the continuum at a time. Experiencing a pleasant-activated state such as excitement precludes the experience of an unpleasant-deactivated state such as boredom.
Determining the structure of affect is important because it has implications for how the construct is measured. Assessing the structure of affect requires data from scales designed to measure all four unipolar dimensions separately. Most existing scales do not meet this criterion, so it is difficult to determine whether they accurately reflect the structure of affect. Two of the most commonly used affect scales are the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988) and the UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist (Matthews et al., 1990) . The PANAS only represents affect along two of the four unipolar dimensions: Positive Affect, which ranges from neutral to pleasant-activation, and Negative Affect, which ranges from neutral to unpleasant-activation. 1 The absence of scales to measure the two deactivated unipolar dimensions renders it impossible to use data from this measure to assess the structure of affect. More generally, conclusions from studies that have used the PANAS may differ if deactivated states were measured.
The UWIST represents affect along the two bipolar dimensions of Energetic Arousal, which ranges from pleasant-activation to unpleasantdeactivation, and Tense Arousal, which ranges from unpleasant-activation to pleasant-deactivation. Though this measure includes items from all four quadrants of the circumplex, the scales impose bipolarity on the data by combining unipolar dimensions that are hypothesised to be bipolar opposites into a single scale (with items from one end of the continuum being reverse scored), making it impossible to observe the relationships between them. Thus, the UWIST scales are also unsuitable for drawing conclusions about the structure of affect.
In order to assess the structure of affect, we measure affect using four unipolar scales, designed to assess each end of the secondary dimensions. This approach is suitable for testing bipolarity because it assesses both activated and deactivated states without imposing a bipolar structure on the data (Russell & Carroll, 1999) . Instead, we measure the proposed bipolar opposites using separate scales and observe the relationships between them.
LEVELS OF ANALYSIS
A further complication involved in developing a scale based on an appropriate conceptualisation of affect is accounting for the level of analysis at which we operationalise and examine the construct. The focus here is on within-person variation in affect; however, affect also varies between individuals. Traditionally, studies have operationalised affect at the between-person level, examining how stable differences in affective traits relate to self-regulatory and performance outcomes across individuals (Beal, Weiss, Barros, & MacDermid, 2005; Fisher, 2002) . More recently, there has been growing interest in how momentary fluctuations in affect produce changes in these outcomes over time. Most of these within-person studies have adopted measures such as the PANAS and UWIST that have traditionally been used for between-person research (e.g. Foo, Uy, & Baron, 2009; Ilies, De Pater, & Judge, 2007; Richard & Diefendorff, 2011) . This approach assumes that the structure of affect is the same at the withinperson and between-person levels.
To our knowledge, there is no research that has compared the structure of affect across levels of analysis. Given that affect is conceptualised as a multilevel construct, its structure may actually vary across levels. Indeed, this may explain in part why there has been mixed evidence regarding the structure of affect. For example, it is possible that at a given moment, a person's affective state can only lie at a single point on a continuum ranging from tired to excited, yet that person's average levels of tiredness and excitement are independent when aggregated across time. This would suggest a bipolar structure at the within-person level and a unipolar structure at the between-person level. Alternatively, it is also possible to have a unipolar structure at the within-person level and a bipolar structure at the between-person level.
The current research assesses the structure of affect at the within-person level by taking repeated observations of affect over time and isolating the within-person from the between-person variation. We use these results to validate our new measure. We use a longitudinal achievement task where participants pursue goals and have opportunities for success and failure. We argue that this type of context is appropriate for examining within-person changes in affect because affect is known to be associated with selfregulatory constructs such as effort, goals and performance (Carver, 2003; Carver & Scheier, 1990; Seo et al., 2004) . Thus, we expect to see significant within-person variance in affect over time.
SCALE LENGTH
Measuring affect at the within-person level of analysis requires repeated measures to be taken over time. Existing measures of affect tend to be long: the PANAS has 20 items and the UWIST has 24 items. While these scales are valuable for domain sampling and internal consistency, they are not optimal for capturing momentary fluctuations in affect over short periods of time. First, the act of filling out lengthy questionnaires is not likely to produce much variation in affective experience. Second, because of their length, within-person studies that have used these measures are often limited to making a small number of observations with long intervals between them (e.g. Ilies & Judge, 2005; Zohar, Tzischinski, & Epstein, 2003) . Such methods make it difficult to examine real-time affective responses to discrete events.
This research addresses these issues by introducing a new measure of affect that assesses the two secondary affect dimensions with a single item each and is thus suitable for within-person designs. Compared to longer measures, these scales take less time to administer and thus can be used more often with shorter intervals between observations. Furthermore, they are less prone to response bias due to boredom or fatigue (Hinkin, 1998) .
THE CURRENT RESEARCH
The aim of this research is to develop and validate the MAS, a brief measure of affective experience that is suitable for the repeated sampling of affect.
The following sections present a study designed to examine the structure of affect across levels of analysis. Using a set of 16 unipolar items, repeated measures of momentary affect were taken while participants engaged in a laboratory task. This enables the comparison of bipolar and unipolar models of affect at both the within-person and between-person levels. We then present our newly developed MAS and use the results from this study to establish evidence of its validity. We argue that this measure addresses conceptual and methodological challenges associated with within-person studies because it is validated by research that examines the structure of affect across levels of analysis and is brief enough to be used repeatedly over short periods of time.
EXPERIMENTAL TASK AND MEASURES
The validation study was conducted with 59 participants from The University of Queensland local community. The participants had a mean age of 22.27 (SD 4.29) years and received either course credit or $20.00 compensation. The participants performed a conflict detection task in an air traffic control lab, where a computer program called ATC-Lab simulated a medium-fidelity air traffic control environment (Loft, Hill, Neal, Humphreys, & Yeo, 2004) . The task required participants to actively monitor and manage aircraft as they moved through an air sector (see Fig. 2 ). This air traffic control simulation is a cognitively demanding performance task that allows us to observe meaningful within-person variation in affect and maintain high experimental control (Fothergill, Loft, & Neal, 2009) .
The participants were instructed to ensure that aircraft under their jurisdiction did not come into conflict. A conflict is defined as a situation where two aircraft flying at the same flight level will violate the minimum separation standard of five nautical miles laterally. Participants could resolve a potential conflict by instructing one aircraft to increase its flight level by 1,000 ft before the conflict occurred.
The participants were initially trained on a ten-minute audio visual presentation about basic air traffic control concepts in the simulation. They performed a two-minute practice trial, which had four aircraft flying through the sector and one conflict. This was followed by eight five-minute test trials. Each test trial contained approximately 25 aircraft flying through the sector and two or three conflicts, and the order of presentation was randomised for each participant. During each trial, participants received audio and visual feedback on their performance in accepting the aircraft and resolving conflicts. The participants provided self-report ratings on a bipolar affect scale after each trial, and self-report ratings on a unipolar affect scale after every second trial. The experiment took one and a half hours in total. Low Energetic Arousal, High Tense Arousal and Low Tense Arousal, respectively. Each unipolar affect variable was assessed using four items (e.g. nervous, tense, anxious and stressed for High Tense Arousal). Participants were instructed to 'circle the number that describes the degree to which you felt the following during the previous trial'. Each item was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranked from 1 (not at all) through 3 (moderately) to 5 (extremely). This response format conforms to what Russell and Carroll (1999) describe as 'ambiguous'; that is, the bipolar opposites of each unipolar variable were not explicitly specified and instead respondents had discretion over defining the anchors (e.g. does 'not at all' tense mean neutral or calm?). Matthews et al.'s (1990) UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist uses labels that are well established from a long history of affect research (Thayer, 1967 (Thayer, , 1978 (Thayer, , 1986 .
UNIPOLAR AFFECT SCALE

MOMENTARY AFFECT SCALE
The MAS measures two bipolar affect variables of Energetic Arousal and Tense Arousal with two items (see Appendix B). The two items were developed from the same 16 items used for the unipolar scales described above (and thus also based on Matthews et al.'s (1990) UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist). The 16 items were grouped into four sets corresponding to High and Low Energetic Arousal, and the High and Low Tense Arousal items, in order to create two single-item bipolar scales. The anchors in these bipolar rating scales contain a set of mood adjectives on each end. Bipolar Energetic Arousal is rated on an 11-point scale ranging from -5 (very sluggish, tired, sleepy, dull) through 0 (neutral) to 5 (very active, energetic, alert, bright). Bipolar Tense Arousal is rated on an 11-point scale ranging from À5 (very relaxed, calm, composed, comfortable) through 0 (neutral) to 5 (very nervous, tense, anxious, stressed). This response format explicitly conceptualises Energetic and Tense Arousal as bipolar constructs. This proposed brief affect scale is also shorter than most measures of affect so it can be completed by respondents quickly.
ANALYSIS STRATEGY
Factor Structure
The first stage of analyses involved evaluating the factor structure of the 16 unipolar affect items at the within-person and between-person levels of analysis. Muthe´n's (1994) four-step procedure was used to guide our approach. The first step is to estimate the proportion of systematic between-person level variance for each item in order to decide whether multi-level analyses are necessary. This value is referred to as the intraclass coefficient (ICC1). Muthe´n (1990 Muthe´n ( , 1994 recommends calculating the ICC1 for each variable assuming random level effects rather than fixed level effects.
2 The remaining steps involve (2) conducting a single-level confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) on the sample pooled within-person covariance matrix; (3) conducting a single-level CFA on the sample between-person covariance matrix; and (4) conducting the multi-level CFA (MLCFA) on the sample pooled within-person and betweenperson covariance matrices simultaneously (see Appendix C). Muthe´n (1994) recommends comparing competing models at each step. We compared four models (see Fig. 3 ) designed to assess unipolarity vs. bipolarity. Model 1 specified four factors that represented the four unipolar affect constructs, which were allowed to correlate with each other. Model 2 had the same structure, except that only the semantic opposite factors (i.e. High and Low Tense Arousal; and High and Low Energetic Arousal) were allowed to correlate. Good fit indices for these models and negative correlations between semantic opposite factors would be indicative of bipolarity, whereas non-significant correlations between these factors would be indicative of unipolarity.
Model 3 specified four factors that represented the four unipolar affect constructs, but constrained correlations between semantic opposites to zero. This model represents a unipolar structure because it specifies that semantic opposite factors must be uncorrelated. Model 4 specified two correlated factors that explicitly represented bipolar Tense Arousal and Energetic Arousal constructs. This model imposes a bipolar structure on the data because it specifies that semantic opposite factors load onto a single factor. Good fit indices for Model 3 would be strongly indicative of unipolarity. Good fit indices for Model 4 would provide support for a two-factor model of bipolarity and the MAS.
For all models, correlated error terms were permitted between all items within their respective factors, 3 but not between items from different factors. In this case, the items within factors were conceptually and semantically similar (e.g. tense and stressed), which would likely result in common method effects where participants respond similarly towards these items (Crawford & Henry, 2004; Ecklund-Johnson, Miller, & Sweet, 2004) . Allowing correlated error terms is a common and acceptable method to account for this phenomenon (Crawford & Henry, 2004; Gerbing & Anderson, 1984) . 
Scale Validation
The second stage of analyses involved validating the MAS. We demonstrate the validity of this measure by examining how the Tense and Energetic Arousal scales of the MAS compare to the two latent bipolar constructs of Tense and Energetic Arousal from Model 4, and the four latent unipolar constructs of High and Low Tense Arousal and High and Low Energetic Arousal generated by the MLCFA. We use the patterns of correlations between the MAS scales and the latent affect constructs across levels of analysis to assess the convergent and discriminant validity of the MAS. Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations (SDs), Cronbach's alpha and correlations for the four unipolar scales, two bipolar scales of the MAS and the trial variable at the within-person and between-person levels of analysis. Inspection of the distributions revealed that Low Tense Arousal and High Energetic Arousal were approximately normal. High Tense Arousal and Low Energetic Arousal had significant positive skew and slightly leptokurtic distributions. However this was to be expected, as participants were not expected to experience extreme levels of states such as 'anxious' or 'sluggish' in this experiment. These distributions are not problematic for the analyses because CFAs are robust to violations of normality when sample sizes are large (Harrington, 2008) .
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics and Internal Consistency
The descriptive statistics showed moderate negative correlations between semantic opposites at both levels of analysis, though the correlations were stronger at the between-person level. This pattern of correlations is indicative of bipolarity (Yik, et al., 1999) . Fig. 4 presents a plot of mean scores for each unipolar factor over the four measured trials. As seen in Fig. 4 , the growth trajectories of semantic opposites mirror each other. During the course of the experiment High Tense Arousal decreases whereas Low Tense Arousal increases. Likewise, High Energetic Arousal decreases whereas Low Energetic Arousal increases slightly.
MLCFA Results
The ICC1 values ranged from .44 to .62 (M ¼ .53, SD ¼ .06), indicating that between 44% and 62% of the variance in affect ratings was at the between-person level. These results suggest that multi-level analysis is appropriate, so we proceeded to steps 2-4. Since the results of steps 2 and 3 were consistent with the results of step 4, we only report the results of the last step which involved conducting a MLCFA that incorporates the withinperson and between-person covariance matrices simultaneously. Four MLCFAs were conducted by specifying models at both the within-person and between-person levels with no equality constraints specified. Personmean-centred scores were used for the data at the within-person level, whereas person-means were used for the data at the between-person level. Table 2 includes the results of these MLCFAs. Model 1 emerged as the best fitting model overall, with most practical fit indices suggesting reasonably good fit. The w 2 comparisons indicated that Model 1 had significantly better fit than Models 2 and 3. While the practical fit indices approached reasonably good fit for Model 2, they did not do so for Model 3. Given that Model 4 was not nested with the other three models, the w 2 test was not suitable for model comparison. Instead, we used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), where lower values indicate greater support for a model. The AIC suggested that Model 4 was better than Model 3, but worse than Models 1 and 2, a pattern confirmed by the practical fit indices.
The finding that the model with two bipolar factors (Model 4) represented the data better than the model with semantic opposite correlations constrained to 0 (Model 3) supports the notion of bipolarity. However, the models (Models 1 & 2) in which semantic opposites were allowed to correlate appeared to be the most valid. Full assessment of Models 1 and 2 requires examination of the interfactor correlations between High and Low Energetic Arousal and High and Low Tense Arousal in order to determine whether the data suggest a bipolar or unipolar structure of affect. For parsimony, we only report the results for Model 1 given that it was the best fitting model. Tables 3 and 4 display the interfactor correlations for Model 1 at the within-person and between-person level of analysis respectively. At the within-person level, the semantic opposite factors from Model 1 showed negative correlations, whereas the other factors were uncorrelated, with the exception of High TA and High EA which were weakly positively correlated. The negative correlations between semantic opposites coupled with the fact that the correlations between other factors were weaker is suggestive of bipolarity at the within-person level. At the between-person level, the semantic opposite factors from Model 1 are also negatively correlated, which suggests bipolarity at this level as well. Interestingly, the correlation between Low TA and High EA is stronger at the between-person level than at the within-person level, suggesting that there are individual differences in the extent to which people experience pleasant affective states. In addition to examining the correlations between semantic opposite factors, we also examine the bivariate frequency distributions of scores on these factors at each level of analysis. This approach provides more Nevertheless, the pattern is still consistent with bipolarity. At the betweenperson level, there are more cases where an individual has low levels of both Low and High Tense Arousal or both Low and High Energetic Arousal. However, once again there is a low co-occurrence of cases where an individual has high scores on these factors.
In summary, the results of the above analysis are consistent with a bipolar structure of affect at both the within-person and between-person levels. Model comparison revealed that the model with two bipolar factors (Model 4) fit better than the model with four unipolar factors when correlations between semantic opposites were constrained to 0 (Model 3). The best fitting model (Model 1) specified a four-factor structure where all factors were allowed to correlate. Examination of the correlations between semantic opposite factors in this model revealed negative correlations at both levels of analysis. Finally, inspection of the bivariate frequency distributions confirmed that there were virtually no cases where individuals had high scores on semantic opposite factors at either level of analysis.
Scale Validation
The second stage of the analysis aimed to provide evidence of validity for the MAS. To do this, we examined the relationship between the MAS and the factor scores of the latent affect constructs generated by the MLCFAs. Table 5 Overall, these correlations suggest that the MAS captures within-person variation in Tense and Energetic Arousal, supporting the scale's construct validity. It can also be seen from these correlations that the MAS scales are not strongly related to the latent factors representing the opposite construct, providing evidence of divergent validity. Table 6 presents the between-person correlations between the MAS scales and the latent constructs. At the between-person level, MAS Tense and Energetic Arousal are related to their respective latent unipolar factors in the expected directions, providing further evidence of construct validity. Unlike at the within-person level, the MAS scales are also correlated with each other. However, this correlation was not unexpected because the results of Model 1 suggested that factors that were not semantic opposites are more strongly correlated at the between-person than at the within-person level.
The correlations between the MAS Tense and Energetic Arousal scales and the latent unipolar constructs demonstrate that the MAS scales are sensitive to changes at both high and low levels of Tense and Energetic Arousal. In order to more closely examine the nature of this shared variability, Fig. 7 In summary, the evidence supports the validity of the MAS. The correlations between the MAS scales and the latent unipolar factors generated in Model 1 demonstrate that the MAS scales capture variation at both high and low levels of corresponding unipolar constructs. This is confirmed by the plots showing the observed unipolar scores as a function of the MAS scores, which demonstrate that changes in the MAS Tense and Energetic Arousal are associated with simultaneous changes in their unipolar constructs.
DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to address key conceptual and methodological issues in studying affect as a within-person process. We examined the multilevel structure of affect and assessed whether it was appropriate to conceptualise affect as a bipolar construct, as compared to traditional unipolar measures (Barrett & Russell, 1998; Watson et al., 1988) . We also developed and validated the MAS, a new brief scale suitable for measuring affect within dynamic performance task contexts. We implemented a repeated measures research design using a dynamic Air Traffic Control simulation task, and used multi-level analyses to evaluate the structure of affect across the within-person and between-person levels (Muthe´n, 1994) . We used Matthews et al.'s (1990) UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist to measure the full affect circumplex and simultaneously test for unipolar or bipolar response patterns (Russell & Carroll, 1999) .
Conceptual Structure of Affect
The results of the study indicated that model fit indices were stronger for models that favoured bipolarity over unipolarity. For the model where we allowed opposing unipolar factors to freely correlate, High and Low Tense Arousal were significantly negatively correlated, as well as High and Low Energetic Arousal. As participants indicated they had higher levels of unpleasant-activation, they also simultaneously reported lower levels of pleasant-deactivation. Higher levels of pleasant-activation corresponded with lower levels of unpleasant-deactivation. This pattern of non-independence in the opposing factors provides support for bipolarity in the structure of affect at the within-person level (Russell & Carroll, 1999) .
When the affect scores were aggregated over time and compared betweenpeople, the data still supported the bipolar perspective. On average, participants who had higher overall levels of unpleasant-activation tended to have relatively lower levels of pleasant-deactivation. People with higher levels of pleasant-activation tended to have lower levels of unpleasantdeactivation. Thus, these data suggest that the structure of affect can be conceptualised as bipolar at both the within-person and between-person levels.
Overall, the findings of this study suggest that a bipolar model can appropriately describe the structure of affect. This is an important conceptual distinction that helps us clarify the nature of affective states and how they vary within people over time. The relatively poor fit indices for the explicit unipolar model suggest that it is inappropriate and unnecessary to measure affect through four unipolar factors. These results suggest that people do not become simultaneously high on unpleasant-activation and pleasant-deactivation, or pleasant-activation and unpleasant-deactivation. Instead, it appears that it is viable to develop an affect scale that measures two bipolar factors -bipolar Tense Arousal and bipolar Energetic Arousal. Affective states fluctuate between the two endpoints on a single continuous dimension for each factor.
Momentary Affect Scale
We proposed the MAS to address the methodological issue of measuring variations in affect at the within-person level. This brief scale is based on the well-validated UWIST scale, and uses the same mood labels that are conceptually associated with Energetic Arousal and Tense Arousal (Matthews, et al., 1990; Thayer, 1967 Thayer, , 1978 Thayer, , 1986 . However, we developed the MAS as a two item scale that measures Energetic Arousal and Tense Arousal at a single moment in time. Our aim was to establish whether ratings on the brief bipolar affect scale would correspond appropriately with ratings on longer, traditional affect scales.
The results of the study indicated that scores on Tense Arousal and Energetic Arousal in the MAS corresponded with the four latent unipolar factors in the expected direction. Bipolar Tense Arousal scores correlated with the unipolar High and Low Tense Arousal, whereas bipolar Energetic Arousal correlated with the unipolar High and Low Energetic Arousal. This pattern of results supported the construct and divergent validity of the MAS, and it was replicated at both the within-person and between-person levels. The results also indicated that bipolar item ratings on the MAS remained sensitive to relative changes in the equivalent unipolar items despite being only two items -the range of bipolar ratings provided on the Tense Arousal and Energetic Arousal item matched with ratings given in the unipolar items.
The overall results of this validation study support the use of the MAS for measuring affect over time. Ratings on the MAS can give a meaningful indication of state Energetic Arousal and Tense Arousal as it varies over time, making it possible to measure the dynamics of affect under various task conditions.
Practical Implications
This research has several practical implications. In order for researchers and practitioners to effectively measure affect in organisations, it is critical to have a valid conceptualisation of the construct. The unipolarity vs. bipolarity debate raised the question of how affect varies over time, an issue that has implications for how a scale should be designed. The current study has provided evidence that Tense and Energetic Arousal are bipolar constructs, suggesting that it is appropriate to design a scale that measures affect using two bipolar factors.
Through this research, we also proposed the MAS to address the methodological issues of measuring affect at the within-person level. To measure changes in affect over time, it is valuable to use a scale that is brief and easy to administer. Measuring affect regularly in repeated measures research designs and dynamic performance contexts raises the issue of item response fatigue and disruption to task performance (Hui & Triandis, 1985) . The MAS was developed to address these issues by having only two bipolar items, and this chapter has provided evidence for its validity in the current study. The MAS is valuable for researchers who want an efficient way for participants to provide ratings on affective states over time. Practitioners in the field may also find the MAS particularly suited for organisational settings, where item response fatigue is a common concern (Hinkin, 1998; Hui & Triandis, 1985) . This scale provides the opportunity to obtain data on dynamic changes in affect at relatively minimal cost or effort.
Limitations
One potential limitation of the MAS relates to the range of affective states generated by the experimental task. We used an ATC simulation task which was cognitively demanding. However, participants in the study had a lower tendency of reporting very low energetic arousal or very high tense arousal. This suggests that the simulation task was sufficiently engaging to minimise sleepiness or dullness, though perhaps not engaging enough to generate high levels of anxiety or stress. Nevertheless, the results of the validation study demonstrate sufficient support for the MAS. It is likely difficult to observe the whole range of affective states in a single task context, but future validation studies of the MAS could include experimental designs or field studies designed to generate more extreme levels of these states.
Another limitation of the MAS is that it can only be used to measure subjective affective states. The validity of scores on the MAS is dependent on the capacity of the respondent to be aware of their affective states over time. This may be difficult for certain population groups or studies that cause high cognitive load or fatigue over time. Physiological measures of affect can be more objective and reliable under these conditions. However, physiological measures are also generally costly and time consuming to set up for each participant, especially in studies that require larger samples. In many applied research contexts, the MAS can provide a more viable method of measuring affect over time.
Finally, there are potential limitations associated with the fact that the MAS comprises single-item scales. Single-item scales preclude examination of internal consistency. It is also difficult to determine whether the scale adequately samples the content domain. Each MAS item is anchored with four descriptors at each end (e.g. Energetic Arousal is anchored with 'sluggish, tired, sleepy, dull' at the low end and 'active, alert, energetic, bright' at the high end) rather than just one in order to capture more of the content domain. Consequently, the MAS may lack sensitivity to specific components of Tense and Energetic Arousal (e.g. differing levels of alertness vs. brightness). Nevertheless, the brevity of this scale is what makes the MAS particularly valuable for longitudinal research and applied task environments. The opportunity to measure changes in affect over time is not viable if a respondent has to respond regularly to many items -particularly if affective states are changing within minutes or seconds.
CONCLUSION
Researchers and practitioners are increasingly recognising the important role of affect at work (Ashkanasy & Ashton-James, 2005; Busemeyer, Dimperio, & Jessup, 2007; Seo, et al., 2004) . People will respond to leadership styles, performance feedback, or change projects with various affective states (Ashkanasy & Ashton-James, 2005; Carver & Scheier, 1990; Ilies, et al., 2007) . In turn, various affective states can impact upon motivation and performance (Beal, et al., 2005; Ilies & Judge, 2005) . However, treating affect as a dynamic variable also raises particular conceptual and methodological challenges in the form of the unipolar vs. bipolarity debate and designing a scale that is viable for repeated measures. The current chapter addressed these issues and proposes the MAS as a valid and practical tool for measuring affect over time.
NOTES
1. Interestingly, Watson et al. (1988) conceptualised Positive and Negative Affect as bipolar dimensions, but the PANAS operationalises them as unipolar constructs.
2. Muthe´n's ICC is calculated from a ratio of the maximum likelihood estimates of the latent within and between variance components, assuming random level effects.
3. A covariance constraint of zero was imposed on one correlated error term within each factor to reduce model complexity.
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